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I recently joined Threatpost by way of my previous blog, MacSpy. I have a knack for finding exploits and cryptography. I previously worked for a major payment processor on a project that involved developing the front-end and back-end for credit card
transactions. In my free time, I'm interested in the security space. I enjoy reverse engineering patches for cool stuff, such as the MacSpy4 open source app back in the day. I love finding new ways to get into a computer and spy on people. I'm an open
source community man. Recently, I had the opportunity to tour Montreal, Quebec with the OSS folks at CoreCraft and LibreOffice and was amazed by their energy and passion. Mozilla has just launched a blog called A Day in the Life of an Open Source

Hacker, detailing the day-to-day life of the various hackers there. I was particularly interested in finding out more about the security team. (A must read!) I wrote a brief piece on their outlook with a bunch of cool security things, including their active bug
hunting work. It makes me want to get my hands dirty some more too! I am a photographer. My name is Khan. I work for a security group, CoreCraft, who specializes in finding and fixing software bugs and hardware design flaws in the software you love.
This can include everything from "fixing" bugs in the macOS kernel to other stuff like how to break systems with a single coffee maker. I love finding cool stuff like this. When I'm not looking for cool bugs, I can be found "hacking stuff" in my spare time.
I'm Saara Rantanen, from Finland and I'm a mobile developer at Widelands Studios, which is a small company with around 20 employees. We are currently working on a (rather nice looking) puzzle game called Clan of the Cave Bear, which is currently in

Early Access. More details about it can be found here .
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